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BATAuto Technical announces product review articles, along with an
Automotive Products forum.

The articles will provide information to the consumer, to make an informed decision on
purchases of specific automotive products and the Automotive Products forum will allow
consumer,mechanic and manufacturer to be able to make comments and discuss the products.

(PRWEB) June 4, 2001 -- Â�The staff at BATAuto Technical has taken the product review articles very
seriously. It is something that we are all excited about,Â� said TonyMurray, one of the founders of BATAuto
Technical. Â�The product review articles will help answer a lot of questions for our readers and we feel the
new forum will greatly aid the consumer and manufacturer in communications with each other.Â�

Vehicle owners, do-it-yourselfers, professional mechanics and manufacturers will be able to view the articles
and read about the product in action, under professional use. Then questions from the consumer can be brought
to the Automotive Products forum and the manufacturer is given the opportunity to respond. Bat Auto
Technical believes providing this kind of information will greatly assist the consumer, mechanic and
manufacturer, by providing them a quality means of communication that will reach a large audience.

ABOUT BATAUTO TECHNICAL
BATAuto Technical is one of a kind automotive technical website, where professional mechanics help people
with their vehicle problems by providing professional, quality information. Where Professional, Do-it-
Yourselfer,Consumer and manufacturer can gather to gain quality information to meet their needs.
Our goal is to provide a comprehensive source of automotive repair information.
A place where people can come to locate the information they need to take care of their vehicles and save time,
money and headaches.
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Contact Information
TonyMurray
Bat Auto Technical
http://www.batauto.com
fax-(503-861-1981)

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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